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About This Game
OVERVIEW
Parasite is a non-linear retro platformer with a mix of action and puzzles. The player controls an alien worm wanting to get rid
of a human space colony on his planet. There are multiple shapes to unlock and to switch between to facilitate the navigation
and sabotage the complex.

KEY FEATURES
- 4 unique environments with their own specificities
- 4 shapes to unlock, each providing an exclusive ability
- Non-linear level design allowing for routing choices
- Use health as a resource to change shape and work around obstacles
- Integrated timer, for the speedrun enthusiasts
- Deactivate all 8 station modules before too many humans can escape !
- Controller support (360 gamepad compatible recommended) and keyboard customisation
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Title: Parasite
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Raphael Gervaise
Publisher:
Raphael Gervaise
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016
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This game has some elements of a metroidvania with backtracking with new abilities you unlock. But it gets annoying to use
certain ones and doesn't control well enough.
The text in this game is way to big that sometimes it will just take up the entire screen while you are playing the game and you
have wait till it disappears till its comfortable to keep playing.
Also changing to different forms to progress through the areas costs one heart every time you change your character and I would
love to know why that's the case cause if your confused and don't know which form to use as your cycling through them you
then realize you are about to die in one hit and can make the game frustrating when that happens constantly. I haven't gotten far
to tell if this would happen but what if you get in a situation where you need to change to different forms and if you don't have
enough health at one point you might be stuck, just a random statement of how annoying that is.
3\/10, I don't recommend this game at all.
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